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Exhibit 67 reads: 

        1/6 

This is  the  Zodiac speaking 

Up to the end of Oct I have 

killed 7 people .  I have grown 

rather angry with the police 

for their  telling  lies  about me.  

So I shall change the way the  

collecting of slaves. I shall 

no longer  announce to anyone.  

when I comitt  my murders, 

they shall  look  like  routine  

robberies  , killings of rage-, & 

a few fake accidents, etc. 

 

the police  shall  never catch me,  

because I have been  too  cleve- 

for them. 

 

1  I look like the description 

  passed out only when I do 

  my thing, the rest of the time  

  I look entirle different. I  

  shall not  tell you what my  

  descise consists of when I kill 

   

2  As of yet I have left no 

  fingerprints  behind  me contrary  

  to what the police say 



 

 

         2/6 

in my killings I wear trans- 

parent finger  tip guards. All it 

is is 2 coats  of air plane  cement 

coated on my finger tips  -  quite 

unnoticible & very efective. 

 

3  my killing tools have been bought 

  en through the mail order out- 

  fits before  the ban went into 

  efect. except one & it was  

  bought out of the state.  

So as you see the police don’t  

have much to work on. If you 

wonde- why I was wipe ing the  

cab down I was leaving Fake clews 

fo- the police to run all ove- town 

with, as one might say, I gave  

cops som bussy work to do to 

keep them happy. I enjoy needling  

the blue pigs. Hey  blue pig I  

was in the park  -- you were useing  

Fire trucks to mask the sound  

of your cruzeing prowl cars. The 

dogs never came with  in 2  

blocks of me & they were to 

the west & there was only 2 
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groups   of barking  about 10  min 

apart then the  mot or cicles 

went by about 150 ft away 

going from south to north  west. 

ps. 2 cops pulled a goof abot 3    ______________ 

min afte- I left the cab. I was  

walk ing down  the  hill to the  

park when this cop car pulled up 

& one of the m  called me over 

& asked if I saw any  one  

acting supicisous or strange 

in the last  5 to 10 min & I said 

yes  there was this man who  

was runnig by waveing a gun  

& the cops peeled rubber &  

went a-ound the co-ne- as  

I directed them & I dissap- 

eared into the park a block &  

a half away never to be seen  

again.1                           __________________ 

 Hey pig doesnt it rile you up  

to have your noze rubed in your 

booboos  ?   

If you cops think Im going to take  

on a bus the way I stated I was, 

you deserve to have holes in your  

                     
1 Zodiac wrote in left margin between above marked spaces, “Must print in 
paper-“ 

 



heads .  
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Take one bag  of ammonium nitrate 

fertlizer & 1 gal  of stove  oil &  

dump a Few bags of gravel on  

top & then set the shit off 

& will positivly ventalate any 

thing that should be in the way 

of the Blast. 

The death machiene   is  all ready 

made . I would have sent you 

pictures but you would be nasty 

enough to trace them back to 

develope- & then to me, so I 

shall desc-ibe my master piece  

to you. The nice part of it is 

all the parts can be bought on 

the open market with no quest 

ions asked. 

1 bat. pow  clock – will run for 

 approx 1 year 

1 photo electric switch 

2 coppe- leaf springs 

2 6V ca-  bat 

1 flash  light  bulb & reflector 

1 mirror 

2 18”  cardboard tubes black with  

shoe polish inside & oute 
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the system  checks out from 

one end to the other  in my 

tests. What you do not know 

is whether the death machiene 

is at the sight or whethe- 

it is being stored in my 

basement fo- futu–e use. 

I think you do not  have the  

man power to stop this one 

by continually searching the  

road sides  looking fo- this 

thing. & it wont do to re root 

& re schedule the busses bec 

ause the bomb can be adapted 

to new  conditions. 

Have fun !!  By the way 

it could be rather messy  

if you try to bluff me.  

 PS. Be shure to  

       print the part I 

       marked  out on 

       page  3  or I shall  

       do my thing 

           



   

To prove that I am the       7 

Zodiac, Ask the Vallejo 

cop about my electric gun 

sight  which I used  to start  

my collecting of slaves.  

 

 Bay Area detectives took Zodiac’s “death machine” seriously 

by stepping up their surveillance of school bus routes and 

checking on the recent sales of ammonium nitrate fertilizers.  

They knew they weren’t dealing with a run-of-the-mill 

killer. Zodiac was special, and even more far out than Charlie 

Manson and his family who’d left a paranoid, drug-induced trail 

of blood through LA.  


